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INTER NAT I ON AL WO M E N’S DAY

When I was invited to write a piece for this
week’s Courier, on International Women’s
Day, I was really excited. IWD has been
celebrated since 1911 and 110 years later,
we still pause; to reflect on female success,
struggles, progression and power. Even in
the chaos of Covid-19 and the trials and
tribulations of 2021, one thing remains the
same: women are amazing. On March 8th,
we celebrate that.
...continued on page 4
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Head’s Up: A Tale of Two Lockdowns
by Damian Henderson

week:

I begin with the words of Rev. Dr. Getman from Chapel this

“It feels like a triumphant return after a lockdown
wilderness experience. Remember that we have each been on
our particular strange journeys. Don’t make assumptions about
other people’s experience exactly mirroring your own. Give each
other space to tell your real stories.”
Following on from that, I would like to say that, whatever
“wilderness experience” we have had, the whole Taunton School
community deserves a big pat on the back for binding together
to make it a success for our young people. Once again teachers
delivered lessons, tutoring, Games, co-curricular activities and
Scholars’ sessions via our trusty virtual platforms and once again I
take my hat off to colleagues, students and parents alike for their
dedication and good humour in the face of no little discomfort.
Coming back this week was for many a surreal experience
(“Is it the start of term, or the end of term?”), with joy to be found
in the most banal of things – putting on uniform, using pen and
paper, having a face-to-face meeting – and we look forward,
through the lateral flow testing and the mask-wearing, to finishing
the term with some semblance of normality. I believe they call it
‘finding your centre’ and I sense that the school is moving towards
that ‘centre’ this week.
On the academic front, we had excellent news a few days
ago from the International Baccalaureate Organisation, who have
changed their timeline for Year 13, meaning that our IB students
will be able to positively impact their grade for some three weeks
after Easter when they return to school. This puts them roughly
back where they would have been, had exams not been cancelled,

and restores some parity with their peers on
the A-Level or BTEC pathways, who will have
the whole of the first half of term to provide
positive evidence for their teacher-assessed
grade – again, a timeline comparable with the normal shape of
the summer. I will be writing to Years 11 and 13 A-Level and BTEC
students next week with more details about TAGs and the summer
term, but for now the general vibe is very encouraging.
I also know that there are many exciting plans being drawn
up for the remainder of the academic year, to give back to the
students some of the experiences they have missed, but I won’t
steal other senior colleagues’ thunder and will simply end with a
round of thank-yous:
•

To our amazing Health Centre team and everyone involved
with the lateral flow tests – a massive undertaking.

•

The students in school for your positive and co-operative
attitude around the extra hygiene protocols.

•

To students still at home, still dutifully logging on to
blended lessons, tutorials, co-curricular sessions.

•

To parents for their loyal support of their children and the
school – and the helpful feedback provided in surveys etc.

•

To colleagues on both teaching and support sides, for their
continued flexibility and willingness to go the extra mile.
With best wishes to all as we come out of the wilderness.
Damian Henderson, Deputy Head Academic

Nobel Laurete joins Biology Book Club
On Friday 26th February The Biology Book Club had the pleasure to welcome the Nobel Laureate Sir Paul Nurse to our monthly
meeting. Paul Nurse is a geneticist, famous for his work on control of the cell cycle, who wrote the book ‘What is life?’. This was the book
the club members had just finishing reading. The book explains in a way that is both clear and elegant, how the processes of life unfolds
and does as much as science can answer the question posed by the title. Paul Nurse was extremely generous to dedicate a few minutes
of his day to briefly discuss his book and answer a few of our questions. Talking from his lab in the Francis Crick Institute he was keen
to get feedback from his readers. Our club heard his views on the formation of life on earth to the moral obstacles of synthetic Biology.
Hamish Ruthven engaged him on the
subject of climate change, debating whether
it is a political or scientific problem – in
this respect Sir Paul, who used to be very
vocal on the subject, feels that the battle
has been won in part and politicians now
have a much better understanding of the
science. Sir Paul also advised us about how
researchers work on the edge of science and
failure is common place in their work, and
not to be afraid of. This was a truly wonderful
event, especially in times like this when our
everyday life is so monotonous. To conclude
our meeting, Paul Nurse left us with a great
advice: ‘if it excites you, do it’!
Laura Assanti, Year 12
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Out and About for Teenage Cancer Trust
As the end of February came along so did the end of the Year 13 BTEC SES event. The
event was a massive success with every house across the senior school getting involved from
Year 9 students all the way to Year 13 students and staff. The event was run to raise money and
awareness for Teenage Cancer Trust which a couple of students within the class know people
who have been helped by this charity which is why it was very important for us. It was also
a really good way for pupils and staff to spend time away from their laptops and computer
screens and go and get some exercise and fresh air during the lockdown which also helped
many during these tough times and kept them staying positive during the lockdown. (Adam
Small)
Teenage Cancer Trust is a cancer care and support charity in the UK that exists to
improve the cancer experience of young people aged 13–24. Founded in 1990, the charity's key
service is providing specialist teenage units in NHS hospitals.
There are multiple bases across England to support the teenagers struggling with
their diagnosis. The most local one to us is in Bristol but there are over 25 different locations
that house patients and look to support struggling families. We decided as a class to help
support the Teenage Cancer Trust because we felt that as teenagers, it would make sense to
help raise money for other teenagers our age who have been affected by this horrible illness.
A couple of students in our class have had close friends who have been helped by the Teenage
Cancer Trust. We felt, as a class, that this was the best charity for us to raise money for as we all
had some sort of connection with the charity. (Joleigh Roberts)
Within the “Out and About” in February competition, there were 6 challenges to
complete. These included Challenge 1 “Largest sum of money raised”, Challenge 2 “Most days
active”, Challenge 3 “Longest duration active”, Challenge 4 “Largest distance covered” and finally
challenge 5 and 6 were “Most creative activities and routes created on Strava”. This variety of
challenges all had different elements in order to constantly challenge participants throughout
the month. (Aidan Carter)
Overall, this event was extremely successful and saw many great results, whether that
be money raised, miles run, or times spent moving. Within the event we have currently reached our exact target which was to raise £500. We are
extremely proud and thankful for those that donated in order to produce this amount of money for the fantastic charity that is Teenage Cancer
Trust. There were many outstanding results shown by people through Strava, some of the standout ones including the fact that 9,216km were
covered overall through walking, cycling, and running, the most distance covered by a house/team was 2218km and that was completed by the
staff team, who were also the team which went ‘out and about’ on the most days, managing to exercise 210 days over the entirety of February.
The results shown by all that took part were very impressive, but also very great as it caused many to get some fresh air, and get some exercise
in, during the tough lockdown we’ve just come out of. (Ben Bailey)
Overall, the month of February was a big success in seeing loads of people getting out and about. We managed to reach our overall
goal in the amount of money which we wanted to raise for our chosen charity. It also allowed us to come together in our houses in a
competitive way to see who could come out on top in our weekly challenges. I would like to
thank everyone for getting involved and for supporting us in the event. Our Just Giving page
is still open so any further donations would be much appreciated. (Nick Payne)
https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/taunton-school-out-and-about-infebruary
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“Break Records. Break Stereotypes. Break Barriers. And do it like a girl”
We’ve come a long way in 110 years. On
the first Women’s Day, in Austria, Denmark,
Germany and Switzerland, 1 million women
(and men!) lined the streets to campaign for
the right to vote, to work, and to not be the
property of their husbands. In the Covid19-world of 2021, we can’t take to the
streets, so we take to the internet, sharing
stories, experiences, and campaigning for
women all around the world. We lift each
other up, and speak out for those who can’t yet. March 8th is a
day of inspiration, and it’s a great unity to see, even in the most
challenging of times.
Powerful women have always had a great influence on my life:
looking up to strong figures that I can see myself in reminds me
that I can do it too. As a future Lawyer, I am inspired by individuals
such as Ruth Bader Ginsburg – a fearless woman who fought for
gender and civil rights, even in the later years of her life. I aspire to

EPQ Presentations

be as passionate and fierce as her when I graduate UCL Law and
enter the world of practice. As an athlete, I find myself inspired by
Allyson Felix – a female sprinter who, in 2019, became the most
decorated runner of all time. Her new record of 13 gold medals,
knocking Bolt’s previous 11 off the top spot, came only 10 moths
after giving birth to her baby girl. She is proof that you can do
anything when you set your mind to it. However, despite my awe
at these incredible women, most often it is my Mum I turn to,
when I need to be reminded of how powerful I am as a girl. She
inspires me every day to be the best version of myself, and keeps
me going even when things get hard. We can all find comfort in
the strong women around us – whether that’s a parent, an aunt,
sister, cousin, or teacher. March 8th is a time to reflect on how far
we’ve come, and how strong we all are together.

“Break Records. Break Stereotypes. Break Barriers. And do it like
a girl” – Allyson Felix
Jess Fisher (Year 13) Head Girl

External Writing Competition

The English Department are encouraging all creative writers
Before half term an audience of nearly 50 people were
to
have
a go at the 'Connell Guides' Short Story competition. You
delighted to hear about the fantastic projects that a group of U6th
could
even
win a cash prize! You have until 14th May.
pupils have been working on as part of their Extended Project
Qualification (EPQ) A level. The EPQ requires pupils to undertake
For further details and a link to the external website, click
an independent project on a subject of their own choice. They
here.
can then produce either a 5000 word essay or an artefact with
accompanying report. The aim is for pupils to learn the skills
of research and essay writing, so they are better prepared for
university. Along the way, of course, they get to delve deep into
a topic that genuinely excites them, unconstrained by a syllabus
or exam papers. The pupils explained the journey they had taken,
from the grain of an idea to the completion and evaluation of their
essay or artefact. It was fascinating to hear how different the final
projects were from what they thought they would do a year ago, as
they realised along the way the pitfalls of certain research avenues,
or had to overcome obstacles, the closure of schools and libraries
being the most obvious!
It was a wonderful evening of discovery for the audience
as they saw the passion our pupils had for learning about their
topics. These ranged from misogyny in fairy tales, to the causes
of youth violence, to the creation of a piece of digital music. It
is not easy to present to a virtual audience but our pupils did so
admirably, and fielded the questions at the end with expertise. It
if a wonderful feeling for teachers to realise that these pupils are
far superior in their knowledge of these topics than we are; they
are the experts! And not only their subject knowledge was on
The Burke Debate this week (Friday 12th March) will be held
display, but they have been through an important learning journey live in the Theatre, but you will be able to login to this meeting on
of understanding the academic process, from source selection to
TEAMS and interact with the debate as we have done remotely.
avoiding plagiarism.
The motion is - “This House Believes that Private Schools
We are all extremely proud of what this group of pupils have should be abolished" with Marnie Cairns and Ihina Painuly
achieved and grateful that they spent the time sharing their story
proposing and George Knowles and Alfie Joseph opposing under
with us.
the careful watch of Chair Hanna Wittek.
Caro Wedgwood, Head of Biology / EPQ Co-ordinator
Looking forward to seeing you there online or in person.

Burke Debate

Hayley Mortimer,
Assistant Head Co-curricular and Outreach
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World Book Day
To celebrate World Book Day, students were invited to write a 100 word review of their favourite book. Here are some of the
excellent submissions we received from our Year 9 students.

Jurassic Park, Michael Crichton

Everything Everything, Nicola Yoon

A novel with the perfect combination of scientific
speculation and an action packed storyline. Michael Crichton’s
Jurassic Park is truly a masterpiece. A name now famous from
the film series ‘Jurassic Park’ and ‘Jurassic World’, this book
explores the outcome of inappropriate human use of advancing
technology. A park created like no other. A park housing animals
extinct for millions of years. Animals revived through humans
manipulating the building blocks of nature. This thrilling story
conveys Crichton’s perception of what would happen if we
lost control of such a park. It shows what would happen if the
full fury of these unholy animals was unleashed on innocent
visitors……

Everything Everything is an attentiongrabbing romance story about a girl, who is given
this severe disease that causes her to be allergic
to the world. This book is so worth spending
your precious time on and the story line is like
no other. This book also portrays the struggles
about combined immunodeficiency that
people have right now and in the present.
Everything Everything is an amazing book that
educates and entertains at the same time, whilst also
hinting about many morals. I hope when you read Everything
Everything you will be just as astonished as I was.

Alan Wang

Janice Huang

Mud, Sweat and Tears, Bear Grylls
In this book, the story of Bear Grylls’ past and present is
revealed to the public. It is the story of how he got where he
is today. In the opening lines of the book, Bear describes the
adventures of his predecessors, and his school experiences,
which were that of a normal boy. This shows us that normal
people can become extraordinary. He then goes on to describe
his time in the SAS which tells me I can do anything. Finally, he
describes his climb of Everest and marriage of Shara. His climb
of Everest is probably the most inspiring anecdote in this entire
book, because after severely damaging his back, he rises above
it and climbs the mountain just 6 months later. I like this book
because it is one of the most inspiring that I have ever read, and
it shows that anyone can be anything if they try hard enough.

The Fault In Our Stars, John Green
This book is funny, touching, warming
and heart breaking all at once. We follow the
journey of two teenagers battling cancer who
fall desperately in love, and just as their world
begins to fall into place, it shatters right before
their eyes. The way that this book was written
is phenomenal, as it perfectly shows what life
is like for those who suffer from cancer and
other illnesses in general. My perspective
has completely changed, and I realise how
much I take for granted. John Green’s humour
somehow turned this book from slightly depressing into
optimistic, and that is what I love so much about it.
Rosie Seddon

Archie Brierley

Circe, Madeline Miller

Wild Swans, Jung Chang

Circe is one of my favourite books of
all time, for many reasons. It tells the story of
a minor goddess who is sent away from her
father Helios’s home to the island Aeaea
and features lots of different Greek myths,
characters and themes. The characters are
complex but likeable and you find yourself
rooting for Circe (despite what she does
throughout the story)- her point of view
is fascinating to read and beautifully
descriptive. I chose this book because I
liked the themes of Greek mythology,
however the writing and details make a brilliant
story on top of this.

A book so controversial it is banned in China, Wild
Swans is a brilliantly written story, following the circumstances
of China throughout the lives of the three generations of the
Chang family. The reader is able to have a front row seat to the
turbulent events of twentieth century China and understand
them on a personal level. From Chang’s grandmother, who
was closely linked to those overthrowing the emperor and
destroying the Confucianism bureaucracy, to her mother, whose
story was told while mass violence was breaking out across
China due to the rise of communism. This book is wondrously
informative, teaching historical events on a personal level,
promoting understanding and empathy.

Elizabeth Kemmish
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World Book Day
Well done to all students who submitted a book review video. Some were shown in School assembly and a selection can also be
viewed on the School Facebook page: Film 1 / Film 2

In our latest “Who wants to be a Quillionaire” challenge,
students, parents and staff are all invited to showcase their
creative skills.
Inspired by the 2020 'Narrative Essay Contest' we are
cordially inviting EVERYONE to write a 250-500 word piece about
'A Meaningful Life experience'. Take a look and get writing:
Entries to alexandra.cutts@tauntonschool.co.uk by the
end of Spring Term.
Best entries will be published in our summer 'Ink Blot'.
publication.
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The Everyday Philosopher
...wit and wisdom for every day of
lockdown

Embarking on each fresh new lockdown dawn with a reflective gem for the whole Senior School Community, the PRE Department
would like to share with parents and friends alike the past fortnight’s daily dose of the unexpected, the unlikely, and the underrated.
Everyday philosophy for tackling lockdown, philosophically – one day at a time. Read on!

‘Cos it’s a bittersweet symphony, this life. #PlayThisLOUD
To err is human but to really foul things up you need a computer.
There is no excuse to be bored. Sad, yes. Angry, yes. Depressed, yes. Crazy, yes. But there’s no excuse for boredom, ever.
Never lend your car to anyone to whom you have given birth.
Give me the splendid, silent sun with all his beams full-dazzling.
The world is kind to young people who are driven and curious.
I will hold myself to a standard of grace, not perfection.
Don’t waste your time or time will waste you.
You have brains in your head. You have feet in your shoes. You can steer yourself any direction you choose.
For every big mistake you make be grateful! Here, here! That mistake you’ll never make again! No, sir! Every shiny dream that
fades and dies, generates the steam for two more tries. Oh, there’s magic in the wake of a fiasco! Correct! It gives you that
chance to second guess. Oh yes! Then up from the ashes, up from the ashes, grow the roses of success.
Beyond a wholesome discipline, be gentle with yourself. You are a child of the universe no less than the trees and the stars; you
have a right to be here.
This is the end, beautiful friend... The final post from The Everyday Philosopher. Thank you to the readers (all both of you), but as
Mike Tyson would have it, it is now time to “fade into Bolivian”. Or is it? We’ve heard from all the great philosophers here (Chrissie
Hynde, Withnail, Justin Bieber), and one thing’s for certain: we’re all of us philosophers. It’s woven into the very fabric of being
human. And if these quotes have veered from the sublime to the ridiculous, that, too, is part of being human (and the part to
embrace). ‘Tis also a fitting way to close: with the sublime and the ridiculous...
Be brave, be curious, be determined. Overcome the odds. It can be done.
Me: It doesn’t matter how many times you get knocked down; it’s how many times you get back up that counts.
Police officer: That’s not how field sobriety tests work.
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Thomas Dunn appointed as Commissioned Officer
Congratulations to our Theatre Technician Thomas Dunn who has
become a Commissioned Officer of the Royal Naval Reserve.
It follows an intense 16-day course at the Royal Naval College in
Dartmouth which culminated in a Passing Out Parade where he
was also awarded for being the best team member by his fellow
cadets.
Mr Dunn assists the Navy section of Taunton School’s Combined
Cadet Force. We are proud to have the largest contingent in the
South West.

Presenting: Taunton School Enterprises
Taunton School is proud to present Taunton School Enterprises, a collection of first-class venue facilities for hire for weddings,
corporate events and private hire. Take a look at this video which showcases our superb facilities with versatile space and venue hire
opportunities outside of term time.
Find out more by visiting www.tauntonschoolenterprises.co.uk
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England Role For Marcus Trescothick
Congratulations to Marcus Trescothick for his appointment as the new Elite
Batting Coach for the England team.
We are thrilled to say that Marcus will continue in his role as Development
Cricket Coach at Taunton School.
We are incredibly fortunate to have a coach of Marcus' calibre as part of our
team and would like to thank him for his continued commitment to our
school.
Lee Glaser, Headmaster at Taunton School, says: “I am delighted that Marcus’
coaching ability has been recognised with this prestigious appointment. I
have no doubt that he will be a great success. He is a cricketing legend and
a fantastic role model and I am pleased, and proud, that he will continue in
his role at Taunton School.”
Hayley Mortimer, Director of Sport at Taunton School, says: “It is testament
to Marcus that he has a desire to continue to work at Taunton School after
his appointment with England Cricket. I know the impact he has made
alongside Mr Sanderson with cricketers, but also wider with the sports
environment at school. I am pleased that this can continue and we have
such experience and quality within our coaching staff.
We’ve been chatting to Marcus about his new appointment and what he enjoys most about coaching at Taunton School.

What are you most looking forward to about your new role with England?
I’m really looking forward to working and improving the best young players in the country. I am hoping I can give them the help
they need to progress and perform at the top.

What do you think will be the most challenging aspect of it?
I will be challenged in many different areas but I think not being involved with Somerset will be a test for me. Having been there
for nearly 30 years it will be strange not to be around the club.

We are really pleased that you will be remaining as part of the coaching team at Taunton School, why is this role
important to you?
I really like working at school, it has given me a great grounding in which I have
learnt to coach in different areas. As with all coaching to see players learn, improve
and succeed is a real joy, and over my time while working at school I’ve seen many
different children grow. That is like scoring a hundred to me know.

What do you enjoy most about working with our students?
Working with the students is great, some are funny, some are cheeky but all are
respectful. When you teach someone a new skill and they have success the look on
their face is all you need to see. What pleases me the most is when you see the boys
and girls playing within the same team and the respect they show each other.

How does your approach differ between coaching at elite level and school
level and in what ways is it the same?
For me working at Elite level is easier than teaching or coaching at school. I
have been working with elite players for many a year so the language I use to
communicate is very much built around that. When I started working at school I had
to work really hard at changing the approach and communication style to make
things simpler. That really helped me grow and improve because I had to learn
something new. I have been fortunate to work closely with our Director of Cricket
Pete Sanderson for many years and I could ask questions and learn from watching
him because he has many years of experience I could tap into. The school is lucky to
have someone like Pete with such a vast array of knowledge. What doesn’t change
is my approach to how a team and players should conduct themselves, especially in
the senior school. Play hard, play fair, be respectful and have fun.
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Meet English Teacher and House Tutor - Alexandra Carter (“Miss C”)
What is your job role and
which age groups do you
work with?

I am a full-time teacher at
Taunton School and a Goodland
House Tutor. I teach IGCSE and A
Level English to Years 9-13.

When did you start at
Taunton School and what did
you do before?

Any claims to fame?

Running - County runner for Devon (Road, track and Cross
Country) and taking silver in the 1,500m National Vet
Championships in 2019.
Riding - I once had a very special horse called ‘Nothing To Lose’
– he and I were short-listed for the British Junior Eventing team
and when we eventually sold him he went on to help Singapore to
win Asia’s very first two Para Equestrian medals at the Hong Kong
Paralympics in 2008.
Teaching – Taught GCSE English to our local Cricket hero Tom
Abell.

I started teaching at Taunton
School in September 2001 after
completing my Degree in English
Literature at Sheffield University
and my PGCE in English at Exeter University.

What led you into teaching?

I had some phenomenal secondary school English teachers (Vicky
Pugh, Jim Spalding, and Julia Collins) who fed and nurtured my
love of English. Except for my English lessons and singing in the
choir, I never really enjoyed school until I studied A Levels. You
can imagine my parents’ faces when I suddenly announced that I
was intending to train as a Secondary School teacher, but taking
a PGCE course was one of the best decisions I ever made. Within
five minutes of setting foot into a classroom as a trainee teacher,
I knew that teaching was the perfect job for me. I feel exactly the
same now almost ** years on.
P.S. I can’t pretend that I wasn’t also lured by the prospect of long,
regular holidays each year…

Who inspires you?

People with personality - I admire and am inspired by people who
are not afraid to stand up for their beliefs but who are constant,
kind and always able to retain their sense of humour no matter
what life throws at them.

What do you enjoy most about your job?

Definitely the energy, fun and creativity that comes from working
with classes full of open-minded, positive students and watching
them succeed. My days teaching are almost always full of smiles –
no two days, classes or students are ever the same.

What do you find most challenging?

This past year I think the answer would definitely have to be
‘blended-learning’ – teaching on two or three platforms at once
is a perfectionist’s nightmare! If I could, I would send ‘blendedlearning’ AND the Covid-19 pandemic straight into Orwell’s Room
101…

How do you switch off from work at the end of the day?
A dusk run by the sea in East Devon followed by a bath, scented
candles and a glass of Chardonnay!
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Quick Fire Questions now...
Favourite film/s?

‘Somewhere in Time’ is a particular favourite (though I will happily
watch any film starring Christopher Reeve). I can also watch ‘The
Silence of The Lambs’ over and over again – Anthony Hopkins is, in
my view, incredible!

Favourite book?

Thomas Hardy’s Tess of the D’Urbervilles.

Hobbies?

Reading crime thrillers, running, drawing and singing harmonies
to favourite songs on the drive to and from school.

Favourite singers/bands?

Hmm…too hard to narrow to just one…so I would have to cheat
here and say… Pink Floyd, Dire Straits and Fleetwood Mac. I am
also partial to the Blues generally and, if I want a real pick me up, a
medley of sixties music is sure to do the trick.

Favourite TV programmes/series?

Any gritty crime dramas or Scandi Noir – especially those with a
strong psychological element. I have also become a huge fan of
‘Grey’s Anatomy’ and ‘Frasier’ recently.
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SPORT
It’s good to be back!
It’s been wonderful to have our students back and returning to sport. The noise of students voices, the enjoyment, the laughter,
and energy is what we have all been missing! Our students have enjoyed rugby, hockey, netball, tennis, football, basketball, yoga, Pilates,
climbing, run club, squash, HIIT sessions, table tennis, walking clubs, swimming and badminton. Saturday Sport will be taking place in
the form of training until the end of term. Look out on our social media channels for pictures and updates.
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